Abstract

We describe an information seeking assistant for the world wide web. This agent, called WebWatcher, interactively helps users locate desired information by employing learned knowledge about which hyperlinks are likely to lead to the target information. Our primary focus to date has been on two issues: (1) organizing WebWatcher to provide interactive advice to Mosaic users while logging their successful and unsuccessful searches as training data, and (2) incorporating machine learning methods to automatically acquire knowledge for selecting an appropriate hyperlink given the current web page viewed by the user and the user's information goal. We describe the initial design of WebWatcher, and the results of our preliminary learning experiments.

1 Overview

Many have noted the need for software to assist people in locating information on the world wide web. This paper presents the initial design and implementation of an agent called WebWatcher that is intended to assist users both by interactively advising them as they traverse web links in search of information, and by searching autonomously on their behalf. In interactive mode, WebWatcher acts as a learning apprentice [Mitchell et al., 1985; Mitchell et. al., 1994], providing interactive advice to the Mosaic user regarding which hyperlinks to follow next, then learning by observing the user's reaction to this advice as well as the eventual success or failure of the user's actions. The initial implementation of WebWatcher provides only this interactive mode, and it does not yet possess sufficient knowledge to give widely useful search advice. In this paper we present WebWatcher as a case study in the design of web-based learning agents for information retrieval. We focus in particular on the interface that enables WebWatcher to observe and advise any consenting user browsing any location on the web, and on results of initial experiments with its learning methods.

2 WebWatcher

This section presents the design of WebWatcher through a scenario of its use. WebWatcher is an information search agent that is "invoked" by following a web hyperlink to its web page, then filling out a Mosaic form to indicate what information is sought (e.g., a publication by some author). WebWatcher then returns the user to (a copy of) the web page from which he or she came, and assists the user as they follow hyperlinks forward through the web in search of the target information. As the user traverses the web, WebWatcher uses its learned knowledge to recommend especially promising hyperlinks to the user by highlighting these links on the user's display. At any point, the user may dismiss WebWatcher, by clicking one of two indicators on the WebWatcher icon, indicating either that the search has succeeded, or that the user wishes to give up on this search.

The sequence of web pages visited by the user in
Welcome to the WebWatcher

This is an experimental system to give you advice while you search for the information you are after.

If you would like me to help you, please indicate the type of information you are seeking. I will then watch over your shoulder and highlight ideas that I think are most useful. I will also make an anonymous record of your search path, in order to learn more useful search strategies for next time.

Yes, please help me find:

- a paper
- a person's hompage
- a project homepage
- software
- GML Information Sources
- something else.

No thanks, just take me back to where I came from.

Let's find a paper!

I will help you find a paper. Please fill in any of the fields that might help me narrow your search. Use keywords in any format:

Author:
Author's Institution:
Title:
Conference:
Subject areas:

OK, let's get started. We'll start with the page you came from. From now on I will look over your shoulder and highlight ideas for you whenever I think I have good advice.

I found it! I give up!

UIUC Artificial Intelligence Information

If you're wondering, there's kind of a reverse to this. And very few conditions.

In case you came in a back door, all related research links are at the bottom of the page.

I Information ous, Contact Points
E Tools and Resources Online
D Archives and Repositories
V Publications and Conferences
C Information Search Indexes

Machine Learning Information Services

This list is being maintained by the ML Group at the Austrian Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence (OFA), Vienna, Austria.

If there are no changes, the list is being updated on an irregular basis. Please direct comments/suggestions/bugs to Gerhard Widmer (gerhard@ai.univie.ac.at).

To try out our experimental WebWatcher search assistant, click here.

General ML Information Sources

- University of California - Irvine Artificial Intelligence Information (UIUC) All ML Page
- ML-Making List Archive maintained by P. Moore
- MLNet - Network of Excellence in Machine Learning (OSI server)
- MLNet Making List Archive (archived - NOT YET INSTALLED)
- ILP-Net for Inductive Logic Programming Pan-European Scientific Network Programme "Learning in Humans and Machines" (ESPRIT Science Foundation)

Various ML Program and Data Sources

- GMD Machine Learning Repository
- UC Irvine Repository of ML Databases
- UC Irvine Repository of ML Programs
- MLSpot - A Machine Learning Library in C++ (University of Waikato)
- Prebenl - A Set of Neural Network Benchmark Problems (Size: ~2Mb)
- Prebenl - Description (Tech Report)
- MLNet - Machine Learning Tools (Share Project)
- STATLOG (Short Project)
- EcanData - Economic Time Series Data (U of Maryland)

I found it! I give up!

Figure 4: Copy of original page with WebWatcher advice

Figure 5: Next page (user has followed WebWatcher's advice)
a typical scenario is illustrated in figures 1 through 5. The first screen shows a typical web page, providing information about Machine Learning. Notice in the third paragraph, this page invites the user to try out WebWatcher. If the user clicks on this link, he or she arrives at the front door WebWatcher page (Figure 2), which allows the user to identify the type of information he seeks. In this scenario the user indicates that the goal is to locate a paper, so he is shown a new screen (Figure 3) with a form to elaborate this information request. Once completed, the user is returned to the original page (Figure 4), with WebWatcher now "looking over his shoulder". Notice the WebWatcher icon at the top of the screen, and the highlighted link (bracketed by the WebWatcher eyes icon) halfway down the screen. This highlighted link indicates WebWatcher's advice that the user follow the link to the University of Illinois / Urbana (UIUC) AI / ML Page. The user decides to select this recommended link, and arrives at the new web page shown in Figure 5, which contains new advice from WebWatcher. The search continues in this way, with the user directing the search and WebWatcher highlighting recommended links, until the user dismisses WebWatcher by clicking on "I found it" or "I give up".

From the user's perspective WebWatcher is an agent with specialized knowledge about how to search outward from the page on which it was invoked. While WebWatcher suggests which hyperlink the user should take, the user remains firmly in control, and may ignore the system's advice at any step. We feel it is important for the user to remain in control, because WebWatcher's knowledge may provide imperfect advice, and because WebWatcher might not perfectly understand the user's information seeking goal.

From WebWatcher's perspective, the above scenario looks somewhat different. When first invoked it accepts an argument, encoded in the URL that accesses it, which contains the user's "return address." The return address is the URL of the web page from which the user came. Once the user fills out the form specifying his or her information seeking goal, WebWatcher sends the user back to a copy of this original page, after making three changes. First, the WebWatcher banner is added to the top of the page. Second, each hyperlink URL in the original page is replaced by a new URL that points back to the WebWatcher. Third, if the WebWatcher finds that any of the hyperlinks on this page are strongly recommended by its search control knowledge, then it highlights the most promising links in order to suggest them to the user. It sends this modified copy of the return page to the user, and opens a file to begin logging this user's information search as training data. While it waits for the user's next step, it prefetches any web pages it has just recommended to the user, and begins to process these pages to determine their most promising outgoing hyperlink. When the user clicks on the next hyperlink, WebWatcher updates the log for this search, retrieves the page (unless it has already been prefetched), performs similar substitutions, and returns the copy to the user.

This process continues, with WebWatcher tracking the user's search across the Web, providing advice at each step, until the user elects to dismiss the agent. At this point, the WebWatcher closes the log file for this session (indicating either success or failure in the search, depending on which button the user selected when dismissing WebWatcher), and returns the user to the original, unsubstituted copy of the web page he is currently at.

The above scenario describes a typical interaction with the current WebWatcher. We plan to extend the initial system in several ways. For example, WebWatcher could be made to search several pages ahead, by following its own advice while waiting for the user's next input, in order to improve upon the quality of advice it provides. In addition, if it encounters an especially promising page while searching ahead, it might suggest that the user jump directly to this page rather than follow tediously along the path that the agent has already traversed.

3 Learning

The success of WebWatcher depends crucially on the quality of its knowledge for guiding search. Because of the difficulty of hand-crafting this knowledge, and because we wish for many different copies of WebWatcher to become knowledgeable about many different regions of the Web, we are exploring methods for automatically learning this search control knowledge from experience.

3.1 What Should be Learned?

What is the form of the knowledge required by WebWatcher? In general, its task is to suggest an appropriate link given the current user, goal, and web page. Hence, one general form of knowledge that would be useful corresponds to knowledge of the function:

\[ \text{LinkUtility} : \text{Page} \times \text{Goal} \times \text{User} \times \text{Link} \rightarrow [0, 1] \]

where \text{Page} is the current web page, \text{Goal} is the information sought by the user, \text{User} is the identity of the user, and \text{Link} is one of the hyperlinks found on \text{Page}. The value of \text{LinkUtility} is the probability that following \text{Link} from \text{Page} leads along a shortest path to a page that satisfies the current \text{Goal} for the current \text{User}.

In the learning experiments reported here, we consider learning a simpler function for which training data is more readily available, and which is still of considerable practical use. This function is:

\[ \text{UserChoice} : \text{Page} \times \text{Goal} \times \text{Link} \rightarrow [0, 1] \]

\footnotetext[1]{This is a copy of the web page \url{http://www.ai.uiuc.edu/oef/ai/ml/ml-resources.html}, to which we have added the third paragraph inviting the user to invoke WebWatcher.}
Where the value of UserChoice? is the probability that an arbitrary user will select Link given the current Page and Goal. Notice here the User is not an explicit input, and the function value predicts only whether users tend to select Link – not whether it leads optimally toward the goal. Notice also that information about the search trajectory by which the user arrived at the current page is not considered.

One reason for focusing on UserChoice? in our initial experiments is that the data automatically logged by WebWatcher provides training examples of this function. In particular, each time the user selects a new hyperlink, a training example is logged for each hyperlink on the current page, corresponding to the Page, Goal, Link, and whether the user chose this Link.

3.2 How Should Pages, Links and Goals be Represented?

In order to learn and utilize knowledge of the target function UserChoice?, it is necessary to first choose an appropriate representation for Page × Goal × Link. This representation must be compatible with available learning methods, and must allow the agent to evaluate learned knowledge efficiently (i.e., with a delay negligible compared to typical page access delays on the web). Notice that one issue here is that web pages, information associated with hyperlinks, and user information goals are all predominantly text-based, whereas most machine learning methods assume a more structured data representation such as a feature vector. We have experimented with a variety of representations that re-represent the arbitrary-length text associated with pages, links, and goals as a fixed-length feature vector. This idea is common within information retrieval retrieval systems [Salton and McGill, 1983]. It offers the advantage that the information in an arbitrary amount of text is summarized in a fixed length feature vector compatible with current machine learning methods. It also carries the disadvantage that much information is lost by this re-representation.

The experiments described here all use the same representation. Information about the current Page, the user’s information search Goal, and a particular outgoing Link is represented by a vector of approximately 530 boolean features, each feature indicating the occurrence of a particular word within the text that originally defines these three attributes. The vector of 530 features is composed of four concatenated subvectors:

1. Underlined words in the hyperlink. 200 boolean features are allocated to encode selected words that occur within the scope of the hypertext link (i.e., the underlined words seen by the user). These 200 features correspond to only the 200 words found to be most informative over all links in the training data (see below.)

2. Words in the sentence containing the hyperlink. 200 boolean features are allocated to indicate the occurrence of 200 selected words within the sentence (if any) that contains Link.

3. Words in the headings associated with the hyperlink. 100 boolean features are allocated to indicate selected words that occur in the headings (if any) under which Link is found. This includes words occurring in headings at any level of nesting, as long as Link is within the scope of the heading. For example, in Figure 4, any of the words in the headings Machine Learning Information Services and General ML Information Sources may be used as features to describe the link that was highlighted.

4. Words used to define the user goal. These features indicate words entered by the user while defining the information search goal. In our experiments, the only goals considered were searches for technical papers, for which the user could optionally enter the title, author, organization, etc. (see Figure 3). All words entered in this way throughout the training set were included (approximately 30 words, though the exact number varied with the training set used in the particular experiment). The encoding of the boolean feature in this case is assigned a 1 if and only if the word occurs in the user-specified goal and occurs in the hyperlink, sentence, or headings associated with this example.

To choose the encodings for the first three fields, it was necessary to select which words would be considered. In each case, the words were selected by first gathering every distinct word that occurred over the training set, then ranking these according to their mutual information with respect to correctly classifying the training data, and finally choosing the top N words in this ranking. Mutual information is a common statistical measure (see, e.g., [Quinlan, 1993]) of the degree to which an individual feature (in this case a word) can correctly classify the observed data.

Figure 1 summarizes the encoding of information about the current Page, Link, and Goal.

3.3 What Learning Method Should be Used?

The task of the learner is to learn the general function UserChoice?, given a sample of training data logged from users. In order to explore possible learning approaches and to determine the level of competence achievable by a learning agent, we applied the following four methods to training data:

2The appendix lists the words selected by this procedure using one of our training sets.
collected by WebWatcher during 30 information search sessions:

- **Winnow** [Littlestone, 1988] learns a boolean concept represented as a single linear threshold function of the instance features. Weights for this threshold function are learned using a multiplicative update rule. In our experiments we enriched the original 530 attributes by a transformation. Each attribute \( a \) of an example vector was transformed into two attributes \( a_+ \) and \( a_- \). One attribute is equivalent with the original, the other is its negation. After the learning phase we removed the threshold and used the output of the learned linear function as an evaluation for instances.

- **Wordstat** attempts to make a prediction whether a link is followed based directly on the statistics of individual words. For each feature in the \( \text{Page} \times \text{Goal} \times \text{Link} \) vector, it keeps two counts: a count of the number of times this feature was set over all training examples (total), and a count of the number of times this feature was set \( \text{and} \) the instance was classified as positive (pos). The ratio \( \text{pos/total} \) provides an estimate of the conditional probability that the link will be followed, given that this feature occurs. We experimented with various ways of combining these ratios. Of the approaches we tried, the one that worked best in our experiments, the results of which we report here, involves assuming that these single-word estimates are mutually independent. This assumption allows us to combine individual estimates in a straightforward way. If \( p_1, ..., p_n \) are the individual probabilities, and \( I \) is the set of indexes for which a bit is set in a given test vector, then the probability that the corresponding link was followed is determined by \( 1 - \prod_{i \in I} (1 - p_i) \).

- **TFIDF** with cosine similarity measure [Salton and McGill, 1983; Lang, 1995] is a method developed in information retrieval. In the general case at first a vector \( V \) of words is created. In our experiments it is already given by the representation described above. Every instance can now be represented as a vector with the same length as \( V \), replacing every word by a number. These numbers are calculated by the formula \( V_i = \text{Freq}(\text{Word}_i) \times [\log_2(n) - \log_2(\text{DocFreq}(\text{Word}_i))] \), with \( n \) being the total number of examples, \( \text{Freq}(\text{Word}_i) \) the number of occurrences of \( \text{Word}_i \) in the actual example and \( \text{DocFreq}(\text{Word}_i) \) the number of examples \( \text{Word}_i \) appears in. The length of the vector is normalized to 1. Prototype vectors for each class of the target concept are created by adding all training vectors of this class. In our case we had a target concept with two classes: positive (link was followed by the user), and negative (link was not followed by the user). The evaluation of an instance is calculated by subtracting the cosine between the instance vector and the negative prototype vector from the cosine between the instance vector and the positive prototype vector.

- **Random** To provide a baseline measure against which to compare the learning methods, we also measured the performance achieved by randomly choosing one link on the page with uniform probability. The mean number of links per page over the data used here is 16, ranging from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 300.

## 4 Results

In order to explore the potential of machine learning methods to automatically acquire search control knowledge for WebWatcher, we collected a set of data from 30 sessions using WebWatcher to search for technical papers. In each session the user began at the web page shown in Figure 1, and searched for a particular type of technical paper following links forward from there. Searches were conducted by three different users. The average depth of a search was 6 steps, with 23 of the 30 searches successfully locating a paper. Each search session provided a set of training examples corresponding to all the \( \text{Page} \times \text{Link} \) pairs occurring on each page visited by the user.

### 4.1 How Accurately Can UserChoice Be Learned?

Given the above representation and learning method, the obvious question is “How well can WebWatcher learn to advise the user?” To estimate the answer to this question, the available data was split into training and testing sets. Each learning method was applied to the set of training sessions and evaluated according to how frequently it recommended the hyperlink taken by the user in the separate testing sessions.

In order to obtain more statistically significant estimates of learning accuracy, the training data was separated into 29 training sessions and one test session, in each of the 30 possible ways. Each learning method was then applied to each training session collection and evaluated on the test session. The results of these 30 experiments were averaged. This procedure was run for each of the four learning methods.

Figure 6 plots the results of this experiment. The vertical axis indicates the fraction of test cases in which the user-selected hyperlink was among those recommended by the learned knowledge. The horizontal axis indicates the number of hyperlinks that the learner was allowed to recommend for each page. Thus, the leftmost point of each line indicates the fraction of cases in which the user chose the learner’s highest-rated link. The second point to the left indicates the fraction of cases in which the user chose one of the two highest-rated links, and so on.

Notice that all three learning methods significantly outperform randomly generated advice. For
example, Winnow recommends the user-selected link as its first choice in 30% of the test cases, and among its top three choices in 54% of the cases. Given the mean of 16 links per page in this data, random advice chooses the user-selected link only 6% of the time.

4.2 Can Accuracy be Improved by Sacrificing Coverage?

Some users may prefer that the agent provide more accurate advice, even if this requires that it make recommendations more sparingly. To determine the feasibility of increasing advice accuracy by reducing coverage, we experimented with adding a threshold on the confidence of the advice. For each of the learning methods considered here, the learner's output is a real-valued number that can be used to estimate its confidence in recommending the link. Therefore, it is easy to introduce a confidence threshold in each of these cases.

Figure 7 shows how advice accuracy varies with coverage, as the confidence threshold is varied. For high values of the confidence threshold, the agent provides advice less often, but can usually achieve higher accuracy. In this case, accuracy is measured by the fraction of test cases for which the learner’s top ranked hyperlink is the link selected by the user. Thus, the rightmost points in the plots of figure 7 correspond exactly to the leftmost plots in figure 6 (i.e., 100% coverage).

Notice that the accuracy of Winnow’s top-ranked recommendation increases from 30% to 53% as its coverage is decreased to a more selective 10% of the cases. Interestingly, while Wordstat’s advice is relatively accurate in general, its accuracy degrades drastically at higher thresholds. The presence of features which occur very infrequently in the training set, resulting in poor probability estimates, and the inter-feature independence assumption, which the training set by no means justifies, appear to account for this phenomenon.

5 Conclusions

Software assistance is already needed to deal with the growing flood of information available on the WWW. The design of WebWatcher is based on the assumption that knowledge about how to search the web can be learned by interactively assisting and watching searches performed by humans. If successful, different copies of WebWatcher could easily be attached to any web page for which a specialized search assistant would be useful. Over time, each copy could learn expertise specializing in the types of users, information needs, and information sources commonly encountered through its page.

In the preliminary learning experiments reported here, WebWatcher was able to learn search control knowledge that approximately predicts the hyperlink selected by users, conditional on the current page, link, and goal. These experiments also showed that the accuracy of the agent’s advice can be increased by allowing it to give advice only when it has high confidence. While these experimental results are positive, they are based on a small number
of training sessions, searching for a particular type of information, from a specific web page. We do not yet know whether the results reported here are representative of what can be expected for other search goals, users, and web localities.

Based on our initial exploration, we are optimistic that a learning apprentice for the world wide web is feasible. Although learned knowledge may provide only imperfect advice, even a modest reduction in the number of hyperlinks considered at each page leads to an exponential improvement in the overall search. Moreover, we believe learning can be made more effective by taking advantage of the abundant data available from many users on the web, and by considering methods beyond those reported here.

For additional information, see the WebWatcher project page, http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-5/web-agent/www/project-home.html.
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Appendix The following lists show the words used to encode Page × Link × Goal into a feature vector as summarized in Figure 1. Words are listed in order, beginning with the word with highest mutual information.

Underlined words: papers, uci, other, publications, learning, algorithm, www, illgal, page, Illinois, related, ted, held, ing, michell, people, approaches, california, soar, tom, Ronnie, unit, readme, genetic, symbolic, sources, comparison, explanation, laboratory, cmu's, with, cmu, abstract, machine, passzani, avrim, more, what, j, systems, michael, project, dortmund, my, subject, personal, institute, conference, their, tf3, our, lh, esf, do, indexes, characterizing, handouts, information.html, fassier, artificial, tracking, nts, weakly, 26, readings, software, information, knowledge, 95, lab, language, esprit, labs, html, dnf, staff, rl, reinforcement, univ, services, pub, links, irvine, on, home, report, cognitive, list, international, that, discovery, data, z, publication, agenda, original, discussed, there, between, tex2html2, tex2html, method, does, tcb, perception, 468, blum, illigals, actually, it, workshop94, newell, bibliography, bottom, heck, rosen- bloom, relationship, mine, ciri, germany, uc, tech, net, middle, engineering, sigart, reports, mailing, network, reasoning, michi- gan, 10, robotice, cs, groups, online, encove, next, low, tr, 4k, page, return, preprints, new, programs, kohavi, etc, m, group, computing, department, document, postscript, is, proben1, complete, summary, see, isb, cultural, director, professor, references, index, problems, gmd, dept, ml, applied, vision, clifford, pan, level, faculty, introduction, call, integrated, sciences, brain, ofai, general, college, digest, neutral, ml94, applications, ml, service, databases, abstracts, issues, from, top, electronic, w, homepage, emde, starting, image

Sentence words: other, illgal, uci, papers, publications, related, algorithm, page, www, lists, people, learning, soar, ted, holding, illinois, kohavi, unit, selected, Ronnie, California, bottom, laboratory, symbolic, sites, michell, approaches, sources, avrim, comparison, more, cmu's, with, genetic, abstract, home, passzani, systems, document, email, abstracts, institute, conference, machine, dortmund, next, led, view, their, subject, do, tf3, lh, esf, background, handouts, recommend, ntras, carry, indexes, tracking, artificial, 468, 26, thun, language, explanations, what, lab, same, staff, manner, reinforcement, knowledge, cmu, cognitive, my, tom, html, web, there, services, organized, pub, on, irvine, esprir, 95, links, list, international, middle, tech, readme, personal, sigart, net, ml94, are, our, engineering, bibliography, maybe, discussed, september, actually, quick, illigals, listed, heck, tex2html2, tex2html, relationship, agenda, event, method, does, newell, rosenbloom, tcb, publication, original, blum, z, germany, ciri, that, rl, uc, information, reasoning, know, report, software, to, department, new, groups, encore, research, test, previous, further, level, page, preprints, references, letters, readings, 4k, low, return, link, or, group, neurol, postscript, discovery, computing, gm, michigan, robotics, is, issues, main- tained, mine, general, proben1, check, fields, investigations, im- mense, complete, director, volume, jcs, cultural, sciences, col- lect, at, mailing, edu, network, stanford, college, want, applications, back, pan, online, 10, faculty, integrated, between, jump, brain, ofai, problems, electronic, digest

Heading words: ga, personal, pages, computing, organiza- tion, lab, this, some, of, other, evolutionary, public, neural, data, knowledge, me, to, information, and, various, program, the, nil, nets, nn, home, institutions, doing, depts, on, ai, reinforcement, about, return, ntras, illigals, representation, kr, readings, integrated, science, language, intelligence, departments, processing, links, school, 11, systems, 94, meetings, first, try, mining, soar, html, computer, 3k, applications, possibly, ftp, mug, involving, networks, subjects, detection, abstracts, importance, tf3, esf, rules, indirect, lh, act, interest, robotics, txt, colt94, workshop, david, programmatic, you, goldberg, e, director, professor, apps, cogsci, 15, 681, list, handouts, journal, starting, logic, talks, interests

User goal words: university, carnegie, learning, pass- zani, explanation, tom, cmu, genetic, information, machine, irvine, decision, reinforcement, soar, stanford, inductive, mis- tery, curvilinear, giga, pattern, staff, dnf, officers, re- berg, holland, first, rise, pheobe, avrim, met, ocans, emde, gmd, illinois, dnf, kosa, berkeley, quinlan, computational, josef, aver- age, salton